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ABSTRACT
Background: Continuous Engineering practices are increasingly

adopted in modern software development. However, a frequently

reported need is for more effective methods to analyze the massive

amounts of data resulting from the numerous build and test runs.

Aims: We present and evaluate Spectrum-Based Log Diagnosis

(SBLD), a method to help developers quickly diagnose problems

found in complex integration and deployment runs. Inspired by

Spectrum-Based Fault Localization, SBLD leverages the differences

in event occurrences between logs for failing and passing runs, to

highlight events that are stronger associated with failing runs.

Method: Using data provided by Cisco Norway, we empirically

investigate the following questions: (i) How well does SBLD re-

duce the effort needed to identify all failure-relevant events in the

log for a failing run? (ii) How is the performance of SBLD affected

by available data? (iii) How does SBLD compare to searching for

simple textual patterns that often occur in failure-relevant events?

We answer (i) and (ii) using summary statistics and heatmap visu-

alizations, and for (iii) we compare three configurations of SBLD

(with resp. minimum, median and maximum data) against a textual

search using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests and the Vargha-Delaney

measure of stochastic superiority.

Results: Our evaluation shows that (i) SBLD achieves a signifi-

cant effort reduction for the dataset used, (ii) SBLD benefits from

additional logs for passing runs in general, and it benefits from

additional logs for failing runs when there is a proportional amount

of logs for passing runs in the data. Finally, (iii) SBLD and textual

search are roughly equally effective at effort-reduction, while tex-

tual search has slightly better recall. We investigate the cause, and

discuss how it is due to characteristics of a specific part of our data.

Conclusions: We conclude that SBLD shows promise as a method

for diagnosing failing runs, that its performance is positively af-

fected by additional data, but that it does not outperform textual

search on the dataset considered. Future work includes investigat-

ing SBLD’s generalizability on additional datasets.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Continuous Engineering (CE) practices, such as Continuous Integra-

tion (CI) and Continuous Deployment (CD), are gaining prominence

in software engineering, as they help streamline and optimize the

way software is built, tested and shipped. The most salient advan-

tage of CE is the tighter feedback loops: CE practices help develop-

ers test and build their software more, and makes software releases

less brittle by enabling more incremental releases.

Nevertheless, a frequently reported barrier for success is the

need to effectively analyze the data that results from the numer-

ous build and test runs [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. One evident example of this

is the handling and analysis of results from complex end-to-end

integration tests which we focus on in this paper: CE practices

make it easier to run such end-to-end tests, which include system

integration and deployment to production hardware, and they are

critical for ensuring the quality of the end product. However, since

these end-to-end tests by their nature can fail for multiple reasons,

not least in the sense that new product code can make the tests fail

in new ways, it is critical to rapidly diagnose these failures.

In this paper we concern ourselves with how to rapidly analyze

a set of logs resulting from complex CE tasks
1
where the overall

outcome of the task (i.e. ’fail’ or ’pass’) is known, but where analysts

must consult the resulting logs to fully diagnose why the failures

occurred. Since these logs can get large and unwieldy, we develop a

tool that automatically suggests which segments in the logs aremost

likely relevant for troubleshooting purposes. Our method gives each

event in the log an interestingness score based on the overall event

frequencies in the test result set: The log events are in turn clustered

based on these scores, and the event clusters are presented to the

user in decreasing order of overall interestingness. The goal is

to enable users to find all relevant diagnostic information in the

first presented event cluster, while having the option of retrieving

additional clusters if needed. An additional benefit of our method

is that the extracted events can help identify commonly occurring

patterns that are symptomatic for specific errors. Future logs that

1
For simplicity, and without loss of generality, we will refer to these CE tasks as

“integration tests” or “tests” throughout the paper, though we acknowledge that they

include more than just testing, such as building the system and deploying it on hard-

ware in a test or staging environment, and failures can occur in any of these phases.

The proposed approach aims to cover all these situations, and is evaluated on real-life

logs capturing everything from building the system, to deploying it on production

hardware, and running complex integration and interaction scenarios.
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exhibit the same characteristics can then be automatically classified

as having symptoms of that error.

Contributions: Wepresent Spectrum-Based LogDiagnosis (SBLD),

a method for helping developers quickly find the most relevant seg-

ments of a log. Using data from Cisco Norway, we empirically

evaluate SBLD by investigating the following three questions: (i)

How well does SBLD reduce the effort needed to identify all failure-
relevant events in the log for a failing run? (ii) How is the perfor-
mance of SBLD affected by available data? (iii) How does SBLD

compare to searching for simple textual patterns that often occur in

failure-relevant events?

Overview: The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2

explains SBLD and the methodology underlying its event ranking

procedures. Sections 3 and 4 motivates our research questions and

empirical design. We report and discuss our results in Section 5.

Section 6 surveys related work, and we discuss threats to validity

in Section 7 before concluding in Section 8.

2 APPROACH
SBLD takes a set of log files from test failures, a set of log files

from test successes, and a singular log file from a test failure called

the target log that the user wants analyzed and produces a list

of segments from the target log file that are likely relevant for

understanding why the corresponding test run failed.

In the following we explain the workings of SBLD in a stepwise

manner. At each step, we present the technical background needed

to understand how SBLD accomplishes its task. A visual overview

of SBLD is shown in Figure 1.

Prerequisites: First of all, SBLD requires access to a set of log files

from failing test runs and a set of log files from successful test runs.

For brevity, we will refer to log files from failing test runs as ’failing

logs’, and log files from successful test runs as ’passing logs’.
2
We

also require a programmatic way of segmenting each log file into

individually meaningful components. For the dataset used in this

paper these components are events in the form of blocks of text

preceded by a date and a time-stamp in a predictable format. Lastly,

we require that run-time specific information such as timestamps,

dynamically generated IP addresses, check-sums and so on are

removed from the logs and replaced with standardized text. We

refer to the process of enforcing these requirements and delineating

the log into events as the abstraction step. This enables SBLD to

2
Note that we explicitly assume that the outcome of each run is known; This work is

not concerned with determining whether the run was a failure or a success, but rather

with helping identify why the failing runs failed.
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Figure 1: A visual overview of our approach.

treat events like “2019-04-05 19:19:22.441 CEST: Alice calls Bob” and

“2019-04-07 13:12:11.337 CEST: Alice calls Bob” as two instances of

the same generic event "Alice calls Bob". The appropriate degree

of abstraction and how to meaningfully delineate a log will be

context-dependent and thus we require the user to perform these

steps before using SBLD. In the current paper we use an abstraction

mechanism and dataset generously provided by Cisco Norway.

Computing coverage and event relevance: SBLD requires an

assumption about what makes an event relevant and a method

for computing this relevance. Our method takes inspiration from

Spectrum-Based Fault Localization (SBFL) in which the suspicious-

ness or fault-proneness of a program statement is treated as a

function of the number of times the statement was activated in a

failing test case, combined with the number of times it is skipped

in a passing test case [6, 7, 8]. The four primitives that need to be

computed are shown on the right-hand side in Table 1. We treat

each abstracted event as a statement and study their occurrences in

the logs like Fault Localization tracks the activation of statements

in test cases. We compute the analysis primitives by devising a bi-

nary coverage matrix whose columns represent every unique event

observed in the set of failing and successful logs while each row 𝑟

represents a log and tracks whether the event at column 𝑐 occurred

in log 𝑟 (1), or not (0), as shown in Figure 1.

By computing these primitives, we can rank each event by us-

ing an interestingness measure (also referred to as ranking metric,

heuristic, or similarity coefficient [9]). The choice of interestingness

measure is ultimately left to the user, as these are context depen-

dent and there is no generally optimal choice of interestingness

measure [10]. In this paper we consider a selection of nine interest-

ingness measures prominent in the literature and a simple metric

that emphasizes the events that exclusively occur in failing logs in

the spirit of the union model discussed by Renieres et al. [11]. We

report on the median performance of these interestingness mea-

sures with the intention of providing a representative, yet unbiased,

result. The ten measures considered are precisely defined in Table 1.

Analyzing a target log file: Using our database of event scores,
we first identify the events occurring in the target log file and the

interestingness scores associated with these events. Then, we group

similarly scored events together using a clustering algorithm. Fi-

nally, we present the best performing cluster of events to the end

user. The clustering step helps us make a meaningful selection of

events rather than setting an often arbitrary window selection size.

Among other things, it prevents two identically scored events from

falling at opposite sides of the selection threshold. If the user sus-

pects that the best performing cluster did not report all relevant

events, she can inspect additional event clusters in order of de-

creasing aggregate interestingness score. To perform the clustering

step we use Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) with

Complete linkage [23], where sub-clusters are merged until the

maximal distance between members of each candidate cluster ex-

ceeds some specified threshold. In SBLD, this threshold is the uncor-

rected sample standard deviation of the event scores for the events

being clustered.
3
This ensures that the “interestingness-distance”

3
Specifically, we use the numpy.std procedure from the SciPy framework [24], in

which the uncorrected sample standard deviation is given by

√
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measure formula

Tarantula [6, 12]

N
FI

N
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+N

FE

N
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N
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+N
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+ N
PI

N
PI
+N

PE

Jaccard [13, 14]
NFI

NFI+NFE+NPI

Ochiai [15, 16]
NFI√

(NFI+NFE)×(NFI+NPI)

Ochiai2 [15, 17]
NFI×NPE√

(NFI+NPI)×(NFE+NPE)×(NFI+NFE)×(NPI+NPE)

Zoltar [18]
NFI

NFI+NFE+NPI+
10000×N

FE
×N

PI

N
FI

D
★
[19] (we use ★ = 2)

(NFI)★
NFE+NPI

O
𝑝
[17] NFI − NPI

NPI+NPE+1

Wong3 [20, 21] NFI − ℎ,where ℎ =

{
NPI if NPI ≤ 2

2 + 0.1(NPI − 2) if 2 < NPI ≤ 10

2.8 + 0.001(NPI − 10) if NPI > 10

Kulczynski2 [17, 22]
1

2
× ( NFI

NFI+NFE

+ NFI

NFI+NPI

)

Failed only

{
1 if NPI = 0

0 otherwise

notation used

NFI number of failing logs

that include the event
NFE number of failing logs

that exclude the event
NPI number of passing logs

that include the event
NPE number of passing logs

that exclude the event

Table 1: The 10 interestingness measures under consideration in this paper.

between two events in a cluster never exceeds the uncorrected

sample standard deviation observed in the set.

3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The goal of this paper is to present SBLD and help practitioners

make an informed decision whether SBLDmeets their needs. To this

end, we have identified three research questions that encompass

several concerns practitioners are likely to have and that also are

of interested to the research community at large:

RQ1 How well does SBLD reduce the effort needed to identify all

known-to-be relevant events ("does it work?") ?

RQ2 How is the efficacy of SBLD impacted by increased evidence

in the form of additional failing and passing logs ("how much

data do we need before running the analysis?") ?

RQ3 How does SBLD perform compared to a strategy based on

searching for common textual patterns with a tool like grep
("is it better than doing the obvious thing?") ?

RQ1 looks at the aggregated performance of SBLD to assess its

viability. With RQ2 we assess how sensitive the performance is to

the amount of available data: How many logs should you have be-

fore you can expect the analysis to yield good results? Is more data

unequivocally a good thing? What type of log is more informative:

A passing log or a failing log? Finally, we compare SBLD’s perfor-

mance to a more traditional method for finding relevant segments

in logs: Using a textual search for strings one expects to occur near

informative segments, like "failure" and "error". The next section

details the dataset used, our chosen quality measures for assessment

and our methodology for answering each research question.

where 𝑥 is the sample mean of the interestingness scores obtained for the events in

the log being analyzed and 𝑁 is the number of events in the log.

4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
4.1 Dataset and ground truth
Our dataset provided by Cisco Norway consists of failing and pass-

ing log files from 45 different end-to-end integration tests. In addi-

tion to the log text we also have data on when a given log file was

produced. Most test-sets span a time-period of 38 days, while the

largest set (test 43 in Table 2) spans 112 days. Each failing log is

known to exemplify symptoms of one of seven known errors, and

Cisco Norway has given us a set of regular expressions that help

determine which events are relevant for a given known error. We

refer to the set of regular expressions that identify a known error

as a signature for that error. These signatures help us construct a

ground truth for our investigation. Moreover, an important moti-

vation for developing SBLD is to help create signatures for novel

problems: The events highlighted by SBLD should be characteristic

of the observed failure, and the textual contents of the events can

be used in new signature expressions.

Descriptive facts about our dataset is listed in Table 2 while

Table 3 summarizes key insights about the signatures used.

Ideally, our ground truth should highlight exactly and only the

log events that an end user would find relevant for troubleshooting

an error. However, the signatures used in this investigation were

designed to find sufficient evidence that the entire log in question

belongs to a certain error class: the log might contain other events

that a human user would find equally relevant for diagnosing a

problem, but the signature in question might not encompass these

events. Nevertheless, the events that constitute sufficient evidence

for assigning the log to a given error class are presumably relevant

and should be presented as soon as possible to the end user. How-

ever, if our method cannot differentiate between these signature

events and other events we cannot say anything certain about the
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Table 2: The key per-test attributes of our dataset. Two
events are considered distinct if they are treated as separate
events after the abstraction step. A "mixed" event is an event
that occurs in logs of both failing and passing runs.

# fail # pass distinct fail-only mixed pass-only

test signature logs logs events events events events

1 C 24 100 36391 21870 207 14314

2 E 11 25 380 79 100 201

3 E 11 25 679 174 43 462

4 E 4 25 227 49 39 139

5 C 2 100 33420 2034 82 31304

6 C 19 100 49155 15684 893 32578

7 C 21 100 37316 17881 154 19281

8 C 4 100 26614 3976 67 22571

9 C 21 100 36828 19240 228 17360

10 C 22 100 110479 19134 1135 90210

11 E 5 25 586 95 47 444

12 E 7 25 532 66 18 448

13 C 2 100 15351 2048 232 13071

14 C 3 100 16318 2991 237 13090

15 C 26 100 60362 20964 1395 38003

16 C 12 100 2206 159 112 1935

17 E 8 25 271 58 98 115

18 A 23 75 3209 570 156 2483

19 C 13 100 36268 13544 411 22313

20 B 3 19 688 69 31 588

21 B 22 25 540 187 94 259

22 E 1 25 276 11 13 252

23 C 13 100 28395 13629 114 14652

24 E 7 26 655 117 56 482

25 C 21 100 44693 18461 543 25689

26 C 21 100 42259 19434 408 22417

27 C 21 100 44229 18115 396 25718

28 C 20 100 43862 16922 642 26298

29 C 28 100 54003 24216 1226 28561

30 C 31 100 53482 26997 1063 25422

31 C 27 100 53092 23283 463 29346

32 C 21 100 55195 19817 768 34610

33 E 9 25 291 70 30 191

34 D 2 13 697 76 92 529

35 E 9 25 479 141 47 291

36 E 10 75 1026 137 68 821

37 E 7 25 7165 1804 94 5267

38 E 4 25 647 67 49 531

39 G 47 333 3350 428 144 2778

40 G 26 333 3599 240 157 3202

41 G 26 332 4918 239 145 4534

42 C 17 100 30411 14844 348 15219

43 F 267 477 10002 3204 1519 5279

44 C 9 100 29906 8260 274 21372

45 E 3 25 380 44 43 293

relevance of those other events. This fact is reflected in our choice

of quality measures, specifically in how we assess the precision of

the approach. This is explained in detail in the next section.

When producing the ground truth, we first ensured that a log

would only be associated with a signature if the entire log taken

as a whole satisfied all the sub-patterns of that signature. If so,

we then determined which events the patterns were matching on.

Table 3: Ground-truth signatures and their occurrences in
distinct events.

sub- fail-only pass-only fail & failure

signature pattern events events pass strings*

A 1 1 0 0 yes

A 2 2 0 0 no

B 1 2 0 0 yes

C 1 21 0 0 yes

C 2 21 0 0 yes

D 1 4 0 0 yes

D# 2 69 267 115 no

D# 3 2 10 13 no

E# 1 24 239 171 no

E 1 1 0 0 no

E 2 9 0 0 no

E 3 9 0 0 yes

E 4 23 0 0 yes

F 1 19 0 0 yes

F 2 19 0 0 no

F 3 19 0 0 yes

F 4 14 0 0 yes

G 1 2 0 0 yes

G 2 1 0 0 no

G 3 1 0 0 no

* signature contains the lexical patterns ’error’, ’fault’ or ’fail*’

#
sub-patterns that were removed to ensure a clean ground truth

These events constitute the known-to-be relevant set of events for

a given log. However, we identified some problems with two of

the provided signatures that made them unsuitable for assessing

SBLD. Signature E (see Table 3) had a sub-pattern that searched for

a "starting test"-prefix that necessarily matches on the first event

in all logs due to the structure of the logs. Similarly, signature D
contained two sub-patterns that necessarily match all logs in the

set–in this case by searching for whether the test was run on a

given machine, which was true for all logs for the corresponding

test. We therefore elected to remove these sub-patterns from the

signatures before conducting the analysis.

4.2 Quality Measures
As a measure of how well SBLD reports all known-to-be relevant

log events, we measure recall in best cluster, which we for brevity

refer to as simply recall. This is an adaption of the classic recall

measure used in information retrieval, which tracks the proportion

of all relevant events that were retrieved by the system [23]. As our

method presents events to the user in a series of ranked clusters,

we ideally want all known-to-be relevant events to appear in the

highest ranked cluster.We therefore track the overall recall obtained

as if the first cluster were the only events retrieved. Note, however,

that SBLD ranks all clusters, and a user can retrieve additional

clusters if desired. We explore whether this could improve SBLD’s

performance on a specific problematic test-set in Section 5.4.

It is trivial to obtain a perfect recall by simply retrieving all

events in the log, but such a method would obviously be of little

help to a user who wants to reduce the effort needed to diagnose
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failures. We therefore also track the effort reduction (ER), defined as

ER = 1 − number of events in first cluster

number of events in log

Much like effective information retrieval systems aim for high

recall and precision, we want our method to score a perfect recall

while obtaining the highest effort reduction possible.

4.3 Recording the impact of added data
To study the impact of added data on SBLD’s performance, we

need to measure how SBLD’s performance on a target log 𝑡 is

affected by adding an extra failing log 𝑓 or a passing log 𝑝 . There

are several strategies for accomplishing this. One way is to try

all combinations in the dataset i.e. compute the performance on

any 𝑡 using any choice of failing and passing logs to produce the

interestingness scores. This approach does not account for the fact

that the logs in the data are produced at different points in time

and is also extremely expensive computationally. We opted instead

to order the logs chronologically and simulate a step-wise increase

in data as time progresses, as shown in Algorithm 1.

4.4 Variability in interestingness measures
Asmentioned in Section 2, SBLD requires a choice of interestingness

measure for scoring the events, which can have a considerable

impact on SBLD’s performance. Considering that the best choice

of interestingness measure is context-dependent, there is no global

optimum, it is up to the user to decide which interestingness metric

best reflects their notion of event relevance.

Consequently, we want to empirically study SBLD in way that

captures the variability introduced by this decision. To this end, we

record the median score obtained by performing SBLD for every

possible choice of interestingness measure from those listed in

Table 1. Algorithm 1 demonstrates the procedure in pseudo-code.

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code illustrating how we simulate a

step-wise increase in data as time progresses and account

for variability in choice of interestingness measure.

𝐹 is the set of failing logs for a given test

𝑃 is the set of passing logs for a given test

𝑀 is the set of interestingness measures considered

sort 𝐹 chronologically

sort 𝑃 chronologically

for 𝑖 = 0 to 𝑖 = |𝐹 | do
for 𝑗 = 0 to 𝑗 = |𝑃 | do

𝑓 = 𝐹 [: 𝑖 ] {get all elements in F up to and including position i}

𝑝 = 𝑃 [: 𝑗 ]
for all 𝑙 in 𝑓 do

initialize 𝑒𝑟_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 as an empty list

initialize 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 as an empty list

for all𝑚 in𝑀 do
perform SBLD on 𝑙 using𝑚 as measure

and 𝑓 and 𝑝 as spectrum data

append recorded effort reduction score to 𝑒𝑟_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠

append recorded recall score to 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠

record median of 𝑒𝑟_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠

record median of 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠

4.5 Comparing alternatives
To answer RQ2 and RQ3, we use pairwise comparisons of different

configurations of SBLD with a method that searches for regular ex-

pressions. The alternatives are compared on each individual failing

log in the set in a paired fashion. An important consequence of this

is that the statistical comparisons have no concept of which test

the failing log belongs to, and thus the test for which there is most

data has the highest impact on the result of the comparison.

The pairwise comparisons are conducted using paired Wilcoxon

signed-rank tests [25] where the Pratt correction [26] is used to han-

dle ties. We apply Holm’s correction [27] to the obtained p-values

to account for the family-wise error rate arising from multiple

comparisons. We declare a comparison statistically significant if
the Holm-adjusted p-value is below 𝛼 = 0.05. The Wilcoxon tests

check the two-sided null hypothesis of no difference between the

alternatives. We report the Vargha-Delaney 𝐴12 and 𝐴21 [28] mea-

sures of stochastic superiority to indicate which alternative is the

strongest. Conventionally, 𝐴12 = 0.56 is considered a small differ-

ence, 𝐴12 = .64 is considered a medium difference and 𝐴12 = .71 or

greater is considered large [28]. Observe also that 𝐴21 = 1 −𝐴12.

4.6 Analysis procedures
We implement the SBLD approach in a prototype tool DAIM (Diag-

nosis and Analysis using Interestingness Measures), and use DAIM

to empirically evaluate the idea.

RQ1 - overall performance: We investigate the overall perfor-

mance of SBLD by analyzing a boxplot for each test in our dataset.

Every individual datum that forms the basis of the plot is the median

performance of SBLD over all choices of interestingness measures

for a given set of failing and passing logs subject to the chronologi-

cal ordering scheme outlined above.

RQ2 - impact of data: We analyze the impact of added data

by producing and evaluating heatmaps that show the obtained

performance as a function of the number of failing logs (y-axis)

and number of passing logs (x-axis). The color intensity of each tile

in the heatmaps is calculated by taking the median of the scores

obtained for each failing log analyzed with the given number of

failing and passing logs as data for the spectrum inference, wherein

the score for each log is the median over all the interestingness

measures considered as outlined in Section 4.4.

Furthermore, we compare three variant configurations of SBLD

that give an overall impression of the influence of added data. The

three configurations considered are minimal evidence, median ev-
idence and maximal evidence, where minimal evidence uses only

events from the log being analyzed and one additional passing log,

median evidence uses the median amount of respectively failing

and and passing logs available while maximal evidence uses all

available data for a given test. The comparisons are conducted with

the statistical scheme described above in Section 4.5.

RQ3 - SBLD versus pattern-based search: To compare SBLD

against a pattern-based search, we record the effort reduction and re-

call obtainedwhen only selecting events in the log that match on the

case-insensitive regular expression "error|fault|fail*", where
the ∗ denotes a wildcard-operator and the | denotes logical𝑂𝑅. This
simulates the results that a user would obtain by using a tool like

grep to search for words like ’error’ and ’failure’. Sometimes the
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Figure 2: The overall performance of SBLD in terms of effort reduction and recall. Onmany tests, SBLD exhibited perfect recall
for all observations in the inter-quartile range and thus the box collapses to a single line on the 1.0 mark.

ground-truth signature expressions contain words from this pattern,

and we indicate this in Table 3. If so, the regular expression-based

method is guaranteed to retrieve the event. Similarly to RQ2, we

compare the three configurations of SBLD described above (min-

imum, median and maximal evidence) against the pattern-based

search using the statistical described in Section 4.5.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section gradually dissects Figure 2, showing a breakdown of

SBLD’s performance per test for both recall and effort reduction,

Figures 3 and 4, showing SBLD’s performance as a function of the

number of failing and passing logs used, as well as Table 4, which

shows the results of the statistical comparisons we have performed.

5.1 RQ1: The overall performance of SBLD
Figure 2 suggests that SBLD’s overall performance is strong, since

it obtains near-perfect recall while retaining a high degree of effort

reduction. In terms of recall, SBLD obtains a perfect performance

on all except four tests: 18, 34, 42 and 43, with the lower quartile

stationed at perfect recall for all tests except 43 (which we discuss in

detail in Section 5.4). For test 18, only 75 out of 20700 observations

(0.036%) obtained a recall score of 0.5 while the rest obtained a

perfect score. On test 34 (the smallest in our dataset), 4 out of 39 ob-

servations obtained a score of zero recall while the others obtained

perfect recall. For test 42, 700 out of 15300 (0.4%) observations ob-

tained a score of zero recall while the rest obtained perfect recall.

Hence with the exception of test 43 which is discussed later, SBLD

obtains very strong recall scores overall with only a few outliers.

The performance is also strong in terms of effort reduction, albeit

more varied. To a certain extent this is expected since the attainable

effort reduction on any log will vary with the length of the log and

the number of ground-truth relevant events in the log. As can be

seen in Figure 2, most of the observations fall well over the 75%

mark, with the exceptions being tests 4 and 22. For test 4, Figure 3

suggests that one or more of the latest passing logs helped SBLD

refine the interestingness scores. A similar but less pronounced

effect seems to have happened for test 22. However, as reported in

Table 2, test 22 consists only of one failing log. Manual inspection

reveals that the log consists of 30 events, of which 11 are fail-

only events. Without additional failing logs, most interestingness

measures will give a high score to all events that are unique to that

singular failing log, which is likely to include many events that are

not ground-truth relevant. Reporting 11 out of 30 events to the user

yields a meager effort reduction of around 63%. Nevertheless, the

general trend is that SBLD retrieves a compact set of events to the

user which yields a high effort reduction score.

In summary, the overall performance shows that SBLD retrieves

the majority of all known-to-be-relevant events in compact clusters,

which dramatically reduces the analysis burden for the end user.

The major exception is Test 43, which we return to in Section 5.4.

5.2 RQ2: On the impact of evidence
The heatmaps suggest that the effort reduction is generally not

adversely affected by adding more passing logs. If the assumptions

underlying our interestingness measures are correct, this is to be

expected: Each additional passing log either gives us reason to

devalue certain events that co-occur in failing and passing logs or

contain passing-only events that are deemed uninteresting. Most

interestingness measures highly value events that exclusively occur

in failing logs, and additional passing logs help reduce the number

of events that satisfy this criteria. However, since our method bases

itself on clustering similarly scored events it is weak to ties in
interestingness scores. It is possible that an additional passing log

introduces ties where there previously was none. This is likely to
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Figure 3: Effort reduction score obtainedwhen SBLD is run on a given number of failing and passing logs. The tests not listed in
this figure all obtained a lowestmedian effort reduction score of 90% or greater and are thus not shown for space considerations.

Table 4: Statistical comparisons performed in this investigation. The bold p-values are those for which no statistically signifi-
cant difference under 𝛼 = 0.05 could be established.

variant 1 variant 2 quality measure Wilcoxon statistic 𝐴12 𝐴21 Holm-adjusted p-value

pattern-based search minimal evidence effort reduction 29568.5 0.777 0.223 ≪ 0.001

pattern-based search maximal evidence effort reduction 202413.0 0.506 0.494 1.000
pattern-based search median evidence effort reduction 170870.5 0.496 0.504 ≪ 0.001

minimal evidence maximal evidence effort reduction 832.0 0.145 0.855 ≪ 0.001

minimal evidence median evidence effort reduction 2666.0 0.125 0.875 ≪ 0.001

maximal evidence median evidence effort reduction 164674.0 0.521 0.479 1.000
pattern-based search minimal evidence recall 57707.0 0.610 0.390 ≪ 0.001

pattern-based search maximal evidence recall 67296.0 0.599 0.401 ≪ 0.001

pattern-based search median evidence recall 58663.5 0.609 0.391 ≪ 0.001

minimal evidence maximal evidence recall 867.5 0.481 0.519 ≪ 0.001

minimal evidence median evidence recall 909.0 0.498 0.502 0.020

maximal evidence median evidence recall 0.0 0.518 0.482 ≪ 0.001

have an exaggerated effect in situations with little data, where each

additional log can have a dramatic impact on the interestingness

scores. This might explain the gradual dip in effort reduction seen

in Test 34, for which there are only two failing logs.

Adding more failing logs, on the other hand, draws a more nu-

anced picture: When the number of failing logs (y-axis) is high

relative to the number of passing logs (x-axis), effort reduction

seems to suffer. Again, while most interestingness measures will

prioritize events that only occur in failing logs, this strategy only

works if there is a sufficient corpus of passing logs to weed out

false positives. When there are far fewer passing than failing logs,

many events will be unique to the failing logs even though they

merely reflect a different valid execution path that the test can take.

This is especially true for complex integration tests like the ones in

our dataset, which might test a system’s ability to recover from an

error, or in other ways have many valid execution paths.

The statistical comparisons summarized in Table 4 suggest that

the minimal evidence strategy performs poorly compared to the

median and maximal evidence strategies. This is especially pro-

nounced for effort reduction, where the Vargha-Delaney metric

scores well over 80% in favor of the maximal and median strategy.

For recall, the difference between the minimum strategy and the

other variants is small, albeit statistically significant. Furthermore,

the jump from minimal evidence to median evidence is much more
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Figure 4: Recall score obtained when SBLD is run on a given
number of failing andpassing logs. For space considerations,
we only show tests for which the minimum observed me-
dian recall was smaller than 1 (SBLD attained perfect me-
dian recall for all configurations in the other tests).

pronounced than the jump from median evidence to maximal evi-

dence. For effort reduction, there is in fact no statistically discernible

difference between the median and maximal strategies. For recall,

the maximal strategies seems a tiny bit better, but the 𝐴12 measure

suggests the magnitude of the difference to be small.

Overall, SBLD seems to benefit from extra data, especially ad-

ditional passing logs. Failing logs also help, but depend on a pro-

portional amount of passing logs for SBLD to fully benefit. The

performance increase from going from minimal data to some data

is more pronounced than going from some data to maximal data.

This suggests that there may be diminishing returns to collecting

extra logs, but our investigation cannot prove or disprove this.

5.3 RQ3: SBLD versus simple pattern-search
In terms of effort reduction, Table 4 shows that the pattern-based

search clearly beats the minimal evidence variant of SBLD. It does

not, however, beat the median and maximal variants: The compari-

son to median evidence suggests a statistically significant win in

favor of median evidence, but the effect reported by 𝐴12 is so small

that it is unlikely to matter in practice. No statistically significant

difference could be established between the pattern-based search

and SBLD with maximal evidence.

In one sense, it is to be expected that the pattern-based search

does well on effort reduction assuming that events containingwords

like "fault" and "error" are rare. The fact that the pattern-based

search works so well could indicate that Cisco Norway has a well-

designed logging infrastructure where such words are rare and

occur at relevant positions in the logs. On the other hand, it is then

notable that the median and maximum variants of SBLD perform

comparably on effort reduction without having any concept of the

textual content in the events.

In terms of recall, however, pattern-based search beats all vari-

ants of SBLD in a statistically significant manner, where the effect

size of the differences is small to medium. One likely explanation

for this better performance is that the pattern-based search per-

forms very well on Test 43, which SBLD generally performs less

well on. Since the comparisons are run per failing log and test 43

constitutes 29% of the failing logs (specifically, 267 out of 910 logs),

the performance of test 43 has a massive impact. We return to test

43 and its impact on our results in Section 5.4.

On the whole, SBLD performs similarly to pattern-based search,

obtaining slightly poorer results on recall for reasons that are likely

due to a particular test we discuss below. At any rate, there is

no contradiction in combining SBLD with a traditional pattern-

based search. Analysts could start by issuing a set of pattern-based

searches and run SBLD afterward if the pattern search returned

unhelpful results. Indeed, an excellent and intended use of SBLD

is to suggest candidate signature patterns that, once proven reli-

able, can be incorporated in a regular-expression based search to

automatically identify known issues in future runs.

5.4 What happens in Test 43?
SBLD’s performance is much worse on Test 43 than the other tests,

which warrants a dedicated investigation. The first thing we ob-

served in the results for Test 43 is that all of the ground-truth-

relevant events occurred exclusively in failing logs and were often

singular (11 out of the 33) or infrequent (30 out of 33 events occurred

in 10% of the failing logs or fewer). Consequently, we observed a

strong performance from the Tarantula and Failed only-measures

that put a high premium on failure-exclusive events. Most of the

interestingness measures, on the other hand, will prefer an event

that is very frequent in the failing logs and sometimes occur in

passing logs over a very rare event that only occurs in failing logs.

This goes a long way in explaining the poor performance on recall.

The abundance of singular events might also suggest that there is

an error in the event abstraction framework, where several events

that should be treated as instances of the same abstract event are

treated as separate events. We discuss this further in Section 7.

Another observation we made is that the failing logs contained

only two ground-truth relevant events, which means that the

recorded recall can quickly fluctuate between 0, 0.5 and 1.

Would the overall performance improve by retrieving an addi-

tional cluster? A priori, retrieving an extra cluster would strictly

improve or not change recall since more events are retrieved with-

out removing the previously retrieved events. Furthermore, retriev-

ing an additional cluster necessarily decreases the effort reduction.

We re-ran the analysis on Test 43 and collected effort reduction

and recall scores for SBLD when retrieving two clusters, and found

that the added cluster increased median recall from 0 to 0.5 while

the median effort reduction decreased from 0.97 to 0.72. While the

proportional increase in recall is larger than the decrease in effort

reduction, this should in our view not be seen as an improvement:

As previously mentioned, the failing logs in this set contain only

two ground-truth relevant events and thus recall is expected to

fluctuate greatly. Secondly, an effort reduction of 0.72 implies that

you still have to manually inspect 28% of the data, which in most

information retrieval contexts is unacceptable. An unfortunate as-

pect of our analysis in this regard is that we do not account for

event lengths: An abstracted event is treated as one atomic entity,

but could in reality vary from a single line to a stack trace that

spans several pages. A better measure of effort reduction should
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incorporate a notion of event length to better reflect the real-world

effect of retrieving more events.

All in all, Test 43 exhibits a challenge that SBLD is not suited for:

It asks SBLD to prioritize rare events that are exclusive to failing

logs over events that frequently occur in failing logs but might

occasionally occur in passing logs. The majority of interestingness

measures supported by SBLD would prioritize the latter category

of events. In a way, this might suggest that SBLD is not suited for

finding outliers and rare events: Rather, it is useful for finding events
that are characteristic for failures that have occurred several times -

a "recurring suspect", if you will. An avenue for future research is

to explore ways of letting the user combine a search for "recurring

suspects" with the search for outliers.

6 RELATEDWORK
We distinguish two main lines of related work: First, there is other

work aimed at automated analysis of log files, i.e., our problem

domain, and second, there is other work that shares similarities

with our technical approach, i.e., our solution domain.

Automated log analysis: Automated log analysis originates in

system and network monitoring for security and administration [29,

30], and saw a revival in recent years due to the needs of modern
software development, CE and DevOps [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 31].

A considerable amount of research has focused on automated log
parsing or log abstraction, which aims to reduce and organize log

data by recognizing latent structures or templates in the events in

a log [32, 33]. He et al. analyze the quality of these log parsers and

conclude that many of them are not accurate or efficient enough

for parsing the logs of modern software systems [34]. In contrast

to these automated approaches, our study uses a handcrafted log

abstracter developed by Cisco Norway.

Anomaly detection has traditionally been used for intrusion detec-
tion and computer security [35, 36, 37]. Application-level anomaly

detection has been investigated for troubleshooting [38, 39], and to

assess compliance with service-level agreements [40, 41, 42]. Gunter

et al. present an infrastructure for troubleshooting of large dis-

tributed systems, by first (distributively) summarizing high volume

event streams before submitting those summaries to a centralized

anomaly detector. This helps them achieve the fidelity needed for

detailed troubleshooting, without suffering from the overhead that

such detailed instrumentation would bring [43]. Deeplog by Du et

al. enables execution-path and performance anomaly detection in

system logs by training a Long Short-TermMemory neural network

of the system’s expected behavior from the logs, and using that

model to flag events and parameter values in the logs that deviate

from the model’s expectations [44]. Similarly, LogRobust by Zhang

et al. performs anomaly detection using a bi-LSTM neural network

but also detects events that are likely evolved versions of previously

seen events, making the learned model more robust to updates in

the target logging infrastructure [39].

In earlier work, we use log clustering to reduce the effort needed

to process a backlog of failing CE logs by grouping those logs that

failed for similar reasons [45, 46]. They build on earlier research

that uses log clustering to identify problems in system logs [47, 48].

Common to these approaches is how the contrast between passing

and failing logs is used to improve accuracy, which is closely related

to how SBLD highlights failure-relevant events.

Nagarash et al. [49] explore the use of dependency networks to

exploit the contrast between two sets of logs, one with good and

one with bad performance, to help developers understand which

component(s) likely contain the root cause of performance issues.

An often-occurring challenge is the need to (re)construct an

interpretable model of a system’s execution. To this end, several

authors investigate the combination of log analysis with (static)

source code analysis, where they try to (partially) match events in

logs to log statements in the code, and then use these statements

to reconstruct a path through the source code to help determine

what happened in a failed execution [50, 51, 52, 53]. Gadler et al.

employ Hidden Markov Models to create a model of a system’s

usage patterns from logged events [54], while Pettinato et al. model

and analyze the behavior of a complex telescope system using

Latent Dirichlet Allocation [55].

Other researchers have analyzed the logs for successful and fail-

ing builds, to warn for anti-patterns and decay [56], give build repair

hints [57], and automatically repair build scripts [58, 59]. Opposite

to our work, these techniques exploit the overlap in build systems

used by many projects to mine patterns that hint at decay or help

repair a failing build, whereas we exploit the contrast with passing

runs for the same project to highlight failure-relevant events.

Fault Localization: As mentioned, our approach was inspired

by Spectrum-Based Fault Localization (SBFL), where the fault-

proneness of a statement is computed as a function of the number

of times that the statement was executed in a failing test case, com-

bined with the number of times that the statement was skipped

in a passing test case [6, 7, 8, 14, 17]. This more or less directly

translates to the inclusion or exclusion of events in failing, resp.

passing logs, where the difference is that SBLD adds clustering of

the results to enable step-wise presentation of results to the user.

A recent survey of Software Fault Localization includes the SBFL

literature up to 2014 [9]. De Souza et. all extend this with SBFL work

up to to 2017, and add an overview of seminal work on automated

debugging from 1950 to 1977 [60]. By reflecting on the information-

theoretic foundations of fault localization, Perez proposes the DDU

metric, which can be used to evaluate test suites and predict their

diagnostic performance when used in SBFL [61]. One avenue for

future work is exploring how a metric like this can be adapted to

our context, and see if helps to explain what happened with test 43.

A recent evaluation of pure SBFL on large-scale software sys-

tems found that it under-performs in these situations (only 33-40%

of the bugs are identified with the top 10 of ranked results [62].

The authors discuss several directions beyond pure SBFL, such as

combining it with dynamic program analysis techniques, including

additional text analysis/IR techniques [63], mutation based fault lo-

calization, and using SBFL in an interactive feedback-based process,

such as whyline-debugging [64]. Pure SBFL is closely related to

the Spectrum-Based Log Diagnosis proposed here, so we may see

similar challenges (in fact, test 43 may already show some of this).

Of the proposed directions to go beyond pure SBFL, both the inclu-

sion of additional text analysis/IR techniques, and the application

of Spectrum-Based Log Diagnosis in an interactive feedback-based

process are plausible avenues to extend our approach. Closely re-

lated to the latter option, de Souza et al. [65] assess guidance and
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filtering strategies to contextualize the fault localization process.

Their results suggest that contextualization by guidance and fil-

tering can improve the effectiveness of SBFL, by classifying more

actual bugs in the top ranked results.

7 THREATS TO VALIDITY
Construct Validity: The signatures that provide our ground truth
were devised to determine whether a given log in its entirety showed
symptoms of a known error. As discussed in Section 4.1, we have

used these signatures to detect events that give sufficient evidence

for a symptom, but there may be other events that could be useful

to the user that are not part of our ground truth. We also assume

that the logs exhibit exactly the failures described by the signature

expression. In reality, the logs could contain symptoms of multiple

failures beyond the ones described by the signature.

Furthermore, we currently do not distinguish between events

that consist of single line of text, or events that contain a multi-line

stack-trace, although these clearly represent different comprehen-

sion efforts. This threat could be addressed by tracking the length
of the event contents, and using it to further improve the accuracy

of our effort reduction measure.

The choice of clustering algorithm and parameters affects the

events retrieved, but our investigation currently only considers

HAC with complete linkage. While we chose complete linkage to

favor compact clusters, outliers in the dataset could cause unfa-

vorable clustering outcomes. Furthermore, using the uncorrected

sample standard deviation as threshold criterion may be too lenient

if the variance in the scores is high. This threat could be addressed

by investigate alternative cluster algorithm and parameter choices.

Moreover, as for the majority of log analysis frameworks, the

performance of SBLD strongly depends on the quality of log ab-

straction. An error in the abstraction will directly propagate to

SBLD: For example, if abstraction fails to identify two concrete

events as being instances of the same generic event, their aggre-

gated frequencies will be smaller and consequently treated as less

interesting by SBLD. Similarly, the accuracy will suffer if two events

that represent distinct generic events are treated as instances of the

same generic event. Future work could investigate alternative log

abstraction approaches.

Internal Validity: While our heatmaps illustrate the interaction

between additional data and SBLD performance, they are not suf-

ficient to prove a causal relationship between performance and

added data. Our statistical comparisons suggests that a strategy of

maximizing data is generally preferable, but they are not sufficient

for discussing the respective contribution of failing or passing logs.

External Validity: This investigation is concerned with a sin-

gle dataset from one industrial partner. Studies using additional

datasets from other contexts is needed to assess the generalizability

of SBLD to other domains. Moreover, while SBLD is made to help

users diagnose problems that are not already well understood, we

are assessing it on a dataset of known problems. It could be that

these errors, being known, are of a kind that are generally easier

to identify than most errors. Studying SBLD in-situ over time and

directly assessing whether end users found it helpful in diagnosis

would better indicate the generalizability of our approach.

8 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Contributions: This paper presents and evaluates Spectrum-Based

Log Diagnosis (SBLD), a method for automatically identifying seg-

ments of failing logs that are likely to help users diagnose failures.

Our empirical investigation of SBLD addresses the following ques-

tions: (i) How well does SBLD reduce the effort needed to identify

all failure-relevant events in the log for a failing run? (ii) How is

the performance of SBLD affected by available data? (iii) How does

SBLD compare to searching for simple textual patterns that often
occur in failure-relevant events?

Results: In response to (i), we find that SBLD generally retrieves

the failure-relevant events in a compact manner that effectively

reduces the effort needed to identify failure-relevant events. In

response to (ii), we find that SBLD benefits from addition data,

especially more logs from successful runs. SBLD also benefits from

additional logs from failing runs if there is a proportional amount

of successful runs in the set. We also find that the effect of added

data is most pronounced when going from little data to some data
rather than from some data to maximal data. In response to (iii),

we find that SBLD achieves roughly the same effort reduction as

traditional search-based methods but obtains slightly lower recall.

We trace the likely cause of this discrepancy on recall to a prominent

part of our dataset, whose ground truth emphasizes rare events. A

lesson learned in this regard is that SBLD is not suited for finding

statistical outliers but rather recurring suspects that characterize the
observed failures. Furthermore, the investigation highlights that

traditional pattern-based search and SBLD can complement each

other nicely: Users can resort to SBLD if they are unhappy with

what the pattern-based searches turn up, and SBLD is an excellent

method for finding characteristic textual patterns that can form the

basis of automated failure identification methods.

Conclusions: We conclude that SBLD shows promise as a method

diagnosing failing runs, that its performance is positively affected

by additional data, but that it does not outperform textual search

on the dataset considered.

Future work: We see the following directions for future work:

(a) investigate SBLD’s performance on other datasets, to better

assess generalizability, (b) explore the impact of alternative log

abstraction mechanisms, (c) explore ways of combining SBLD with

outlier detection, to accommodate different user needs, (d) adapt

the Perez’ DDU metric to our context and see if it can help predict

diagnostic efficiency, (e) experiment with extensions of pure SBLD
that include additional text analysis/IR techniques, or apply it in an

interactive feedback-based process (f) rigorously assess (extensions

of) SBLD in in-situ experiments.
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